
Of Mice and Men: Chapter 3 {Pages 38-65}     Name: _________________________________________ 
STUFF TO WATCH FOR (ON POST-ITS WHILE YOU READ, IF YOU’RE SMART) 

 George’s revelation about how he used to play tricks on Lennie 
 William (Bill) Tenner – who is this guy?  Why is he in the book? 
 The empathy or lack of empathy that the characters show to one another 

and why 
 Candy’s dog  – and what this says about the “useless” in society 
 The different ways that characters in this book are “damaged” 
 Literary devices at work: mood/tone, foreshadowing, imagery, symbolism, 

direct and indirect characterization 
 The symbolism of: Bill Tenner, Curley’s dog, Suzy’s place, card game, Dream 

Ranch 

BE READY TO DISCUSS (IN CLASS) – AND POINT TO EVIDENCE: 
 Think about George’s “confession” to Slim.  What does is the thematic 

significance of this episode?  Why is this included? 
 Again, the foreshadowing might as well be a brick hitting us in the face!  

Where do you think you see it in this chapter? 
 What is the symbolic significance of the fate of Candy’s dog? 
 What does each of the men see in the Dream farm?  What problems would 

this farm solve for them? 
 Do you think that hope hurts or helps the men?  Explain. 
 Why does Curley attack Lennie?  How is it like how George used to treat 

Lennie himself? 
 

During your study of Of Mice and Men, you’ll be required to keep a running set of structured notes.  Sometimes I will give 
you points to support with evidence and explanation, and sometimes you’ll need to generate the P.E.A. on your own. 

 
 – Inference or conclusions that you’ve 
made from considering evidence. 

 – Paraphrases/quotes from the text 
itself.  Must be cited by page number. 

 – Explain why the evidence supports 
your point. 

The men on the ranch benefit from companionship 
with one another. 

 

 
 

Killing Candy’s dog is an act of mercy –or- killing 
Candy’s dog is an act of cruelty. 

You decide and support. 
  

The men’s dreams are a positive force for hope in 
their lives.  

 
-or- 

 
The men’s dreams are hopeless and don’t help them. 

  

Come up with a point of your own: 
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